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Iphone User Guide Basics
New Comprehensive Manual with Screenshots to master all Basic and Advanced Features of the "iPhone 11, 11 Pro & 11 Pro Max." Do you own any model of the iPhone 11 series
(iPhone 11, 11 Pro and 11 Pro Max?), or you're considering getting the new iPhone 11 series? Or you're searching for the latest and up to date guide on iPhone 11, 11 Pro and 11 Pro
Max? Then this guide is for you. This book will walk you through all the basic and advanced features of the iPhone 11 series and how to operate the device like a Pro.Learn about all the
features of the iPhone 11 series with easy step by step guide and illustrations to help you master the brand new iPhone 11 series device not just like the random users but with some
degree of uniqueness and satisfaction to enhance productivity. This is the ultimate manual to drive your iPhone 11, 11 Pro and 11 Pro Max experience to a higher level. Here is a
preview of what you'll learn: Everything you need to know about iOS 13 & iOS 13.1 How to install iOS 13.1 update How to Set up iPhone 11 series (iPhone 11, 11 Pro & 11 Pro Max)
How to Use iCloud & Quick Start to Transfer and Restore iPhone Data Turn Off iCloud Auto Sync for Photos and Videos Insert Nano-SIM and eSIM on iPhone 11 Series How to Create a
New Apple ID How to Set Up Apple Pay Unlock iPhone without a passcode and Face ID How to Use a Wireless or USB Mouse on iPhone 11 Series How to Display Preview on Lock
Screen How to Use the New Text Format Gesture How to Use the New Camera App About "Capture Outside the Frame" feature How to Enable Dark Mode How to Set Up CarPlay
Receive Notification When Sending Message via Reminder App Filter Unknown Calls and Messages How to Block Email Senders How to Use Apple's Measure App Set Phone to Erase
After Several Attempts Share Photos With or Without Location Information Remove App Size Limitations on Cellular Data How to Take Long Screenshots of Websites Save and Share
Webpage as a PDF Add Widget to Display the Battery Level as a Percentage How to use cycle tracking and fertility prediction in the health app How to Record 4K Selfie with iPhone 11
How to edit your photos and videos without using iMovie Use 'Look Around' to Navigate High-Resolution Street Views of Cities Generate Lists of Locations Using Collections in Apple
Map How to use the new Memoji/Animoji stickers and features How to Set the Screen Time Turn On One-Handed Mode Using the New Find My App How to Enable Offline Finding via
Find My App Set a Custom Name and Profile Picture via iMessage How to Pair DualShock 4/Xbox One S controller How to Scan Documents from the Files App How to Enable Content
Blockers in Safari Set Up Emergency Medical ID Troubleshooting Tips And lots more So, what are you waiting for? Scroll up and click the BUY NOW button to purchase this guide and
learn everything about the "iPhone 11, 11 Pro and 11 Pro Max."
In this guide, you will learn how to set up and master many of the essential features of the new iPhone 12 Pro Max, including basic and advanced tips that you may not be aware of. You
will also learn some new tricks that will help you navigate the latest operating system, iOS 14 of the iPhone 12 Pro Max interface so that you can become like a pro in no time. ★★★
iPhone 12 Pro Max is great for those who know how to use it! ★★★ There is no doubt as to if the iPhone is the best phone in the market. Having such a powerful device can allow you to
take great photos and do just about anything. But if you have never used it before or you find it intimidating of you simply want to learn how to get more out, then this book will help! If
you want to learn how to use the phone, take pictures with its camera, use Facetime with the grandkids, and create cute Animoji’s, then this guide is designed for you! In this guide,
you will learn how to set up and master many of the essential features of the new iPhone 12 Pro Max, including basic and advanced tips that you may not be aware of. You will also
learn some new tricks that will help you navigate the latest operating system, iOS 14 of the iPhone 12 Pro Max interface so that you can become like a pro in no time. This guide is ideal
for both beginners and experts. Some of the included topics: How to use Picture in Picture for movies and TV showsTaking, editing, organizing, and sharing photosCreating
Animoji'sHow to take Burst PicturesHow to take Night PhotosChange Image Detail and Aspect RatioSet Dark Mode to Turn On and Off AutomaticallyMagnify the iPhone screen with
Display ZoomHow to Use Picture in Picture ModeTake Live Photos during FaceTime CallsHow to Record 4K SelfieHow to Rotate or Straighten VideosSet up Live Photo as Wallpaper
for Lock ScreenAnd much, much more! Special Bonus That is not all, at the end of this book, we have a special gift for you, something we believe you will love. Are you ready to start
enjoying your new iPhone? Then let's get started! Click the “Add to Cart” to purchase on your closeout or click the “Buy Now” to purchase at least one copy now. Translator: Linsy B.
PUBLISHER: TEKTIME
You have one of the best iPhones produced by Apple but how do you use it?! Purchasing a new iPhone SE device can be exciting and intimidating all at once! It's like getting a new toy.
The iPhone SE is one of the best ways to enter the magical world of activities, events and happenings even at its very cheap price. This is an Easy User Guide to master Your New
iPhone SE 2020 with Tips and Tricks and it is written in a way to help you use your iPhone SE 2020 and all its powerful features as quickly as possible. There is always information that
you wouldn't be able to get from official sources but after reading this, you would be proficient enough to use your iPhone to the fullest. Irrespective of the fact that you are new to the
APPLE world or have been an old user or a professional, there are numerous tips and tricks that so many individuals overlook and which can make their connection with the Device
much more beneficial but unfortunately, many new and old users are not aware of the essential features, tips, tricks and shortcuts. This book will tell you about the basics of the Apple
iPhone SE 2020 and how you can customize it. If you have not purchased it yet and want to try your iPhone SE 2020, you have nothing to worry about, because this book has a lot of
tips and tricks for the perfect phone that will improve your experience in it. The whole process is as fast as you can imagine. Only a few steps will display some technical approach.
There is always information that you wouldn't be able to get from official sources but after reading this, you would be proficient enough to use your iPhone SE to the fullest. This book
answers users questions "how" to perform different operations on this new gadget comprehensively as it helps dummies and seniors understand how to go about the basics and
complex operation in their devices. This User Guide will help you get started quickly and also contribute immensely by helping you to get the most out of your iPHONE SE 2020 device.
This book contains iPhone SE specs & reviews, Tips on how to make your iPhone SE work or run faster, Important reasons why you should buy and not buy the phone, Tips and Tricks
such as; Wireless charging trick How to use multiple fingers for touch ID How to optimize battery charge Cancelling a mistakeby just shaking your phone Tip on how to close
background apps How to transfer files from your old iPhone to your new iPhone SE device How to back up your photos and videos How to use camera filters to getting the best selfies
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How to create your own emoji stickers AND SO MANY MORE...
If there is anything you will need to really enjoy your iPhone, it is an unbiased guide on useful and mind-blowing tricks. This book was written to help you learn great iPhone 8/8 Plus
tips and tricks. You will also be getting tips for improving battery life, boosting performance, and protecting your iPhone. As a hint you will learn: (I) How to optimize your iPhone 8/8
Plus (II) How to organize your iPhone (III) Exploring impressive iPhone tricks (IV) Optimizing your iPhone camera (V) Use Apple Pay on your iPhone. . . And lots more. You've got
nothing holding you back from hitting the 'buy' button.
If you believe some news stories, the latest iPhone update (iOS 9) is radically different and you should beware of updating! They’re wrong! This book is for both new users of iPhone
and those upgrading to the latest update. I’ll walk you through the changes and show you why updating is nothing to be afraid of. The iPhone doesn’t come with a handbook / user
guide; this doesn’t mean that you have to buy someone else’s handbook! iPhone does have a handbook! There are three ways to get it: 1. Download it from the Apple iBookstore (it’s
free) 2. Get it online by going to manuals.info.apple.com 3. Get it on your phone; if you go to your bookmarked pages on Safari, the last bookmark is for the ‘iPhone User Guide’. So why
do you need this book? This book was written for my parents; people who needed to know as much as possible, as quickly as possible. There are people who want to know every single
little detail about the iPhone, and you will find that in Apple’s comprehensive manual. If you are like my parents though, new to the iPhone and just want to learn all the basics in about
30 to 60 minutes or an hour that is, then this guide will help you. People who just want to know how to add their contacts, how to take photos, and how to email. It’s not for advanced
users, though if you are upgrading from the previous Apple iOS (iOS 8) then you will most probably find it useful. If you are ready to learn read on!
APPLE IPHONE SE SIMPLE USER GUIDE
A Complete Beginners And Seniors Picture Manual On How To Master Your New IPhone 12 With Step By Step IOS 14 Tips, Tricks & Instructions
The iPhone Manual – Tips and Hacks
Apple IPhone Se 2020 User Manual
IPhone 12 User Guide
Simplified IPhone 12 Mini, IPhone 12, IPhone 12 Pro, IPhone 12 Pro Max Manual for Beginners
IPhone 11 User Guide
The Complete Manual to Master Your IPhone 11, 11 Pro, 11 Max and IOS 13. Includes Tips and Tricks

The iPhone 12 series is the highest version of the iPhone because of its 5G features that allow users to enjoy super-fast download and browsing speeds. Because of this, a new era for the world's best
smartphone has officially begun. This latest iPhone lineup that was unveiled in October 2020 comprises several beautiful new designs. They are fully packed with some amazing innovative features like
A14 Bionic, an advanced dual camera system, and a Super Retina XDR display with the Ceramic Shield front cover. This book features a detailed guide that'll help you fully maximize your experience
with any iPhone from the iPhone 12 series. Here's a preview of what you'll learn from this book: How To Set Up Your New iPhone 12, Mini, Pro & 12 Pro Max Using an iCloud or iTunes Backup in
Restoring Data Using iCloud to Transfer Data To Your New iPhone Transfering Your Data to Your New iPhone Using iTunes How To Move Data From An Android Device To iPhone Or iPad With
Move To iOS Set up Cellular Service on iPhone Set up Your Cellular Plan with eSIM Connect iPhone to the Internet Manage Apple ID and iCloud Settings on iPhone Toggle Wi-Fi and Bluetooth From
Control Center Set a Sleep Timer Change Wi-Fi Networks Faster Connect Two AirPods to one iPhone How To Use a Wireless or USB Mouse Optimize Battery Charging Prolong Your iPhone Battery
Extend Battery Life Easily Wake iPhone Unlock iPhone with Face ID Unlock iPhone with Touch ID Unlock iPhone with a Passcode How to Bookmark or Download the User Guide for iPhone Learning
the Basic iPhone Gestures to Interact With Your iPhone Learning the Gestures for iPhone Models Featuring Face ID How to Use New Cut, Copy, and Paste Gestures Use Gesture Typing in Keyboard Use
New Undo and Redo Gestures How to Make Adjustments to the Volume on iPhone How to Find the Settings App on Your iPhone How to Make Adjustments to the Screen Brightness and Color on Your
iPhone Turn True Tone On or Off Turn Night Shift On or Off Schedule Night Shift to Turn On and Off Automatically How to Use Display Zoom in Magnifying Your iPhone Screen How to Change
Your iPhone's Name Change Your Profile Picture Add Multiple Faces to Face ID How to Set Your iPhone's Date and Time How to Set Language and Region on Your iPhone Set up Mail, Contacts, and
Calendar Accounts Show Notification Previews on the Lock Screen How to Use Your iPhone in Taking a Screenshot or Screen Recording Edit Screenshots How to Change or Lock Your iPhone's Screen
Orientation Customize Text Messages When You Ignore a Call Customize Control Center Set a Timer Faster Interact With The New Volume HUD Set Your Custom iMessage Profile How to Change Your
iPhone's Wallpaper Open Apps on iPhone Switching Between Apps on iPhone Move and Organize Apps on iPhone How you can Quit and Reopen an App on Your iPhone Delete Apps From Updates
Section Remove Apps from iPhone Using Markup on iPhone When Drawing in Apps How to Use Safari to Download Files Set up Apple Cash Family on iPhone (U.S. only) Set up Family Sharing on
iPhone Move Text Setup Siri And many more. You Can Download FREE with Kindle Unlimited and Configure Various Setting on Your Device.So what are you waiting for? Scroll up and Click the
Orange - BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK BUTTON- on the top right corner and Download Now!!! You won't regret you did See you inside!!
NOW YOU CAN GRAB THE COMPLETE USER MANUAL FOR iPHONE 12 SERIES!!! EVERYTHING YOU NEED IS ALL COMPILED IN ONE PLACE FOR EASY LEARNING The iPhone 12
series is the highest version of the iPhone because of its 5G features that allow users to enjoy super-fast download and browsing speeds. Because of this, a new era for the world's best smartphone has
officially begun. This latest iPhone lineup that was unveiled in October 2020 comprises several beautiful new designs. They are fully packed with some amazing innovative features like A14 Bionic, an
advanced dual camera system, and a Super Retina XDR display with the Ceramic Shield front cover. This book features a detailed guide that'll help you fully maximize your experience with any iPhone
from the iPhone 12 series and learn everything there is to know about the iPhone 12 cameras. This manual is ideal for both Beginners and Experts to maximize user experience. The Books Included in the
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Bundle: iPHONE 12 SERIES USER GUIDE The Complete User Manual with Tips & Tricks for Beginners to Master the New Apple iPhone 12, Pro, Pro Max, Mini and Hacks for iOS 14 iPHONE 12
CAMERA USER GUIDE The Complete User Manual for Beginners and Pro to Master the Best iPhone 12 Camera Settings with Tips and Tricks for Photography & Cinematic Videography In Book 1 we
will Discuss the following Topics: How To Set Up Your New iPhone 12, Mini, Pro & 12 Pro Max Using an iCloud or iTunes Backup in Restoring Data Using iCloud to Transfer Data To Your New
iPhone Transfering Your Data to Your New iPhone Using iTunes Set up Cellular Service on iPhone Set up Your Cellular Plan with eSIM Connect iPhone to the Internet Manage Apple ID and iCloud
Settings on iPhone Toggle Wi-Fi and Bluetooth From Control Center Change Wi-Fi Networks Faster Connect Two AirPods to one iPhone How To Use a Wireless or USB Mouse Optimize Battery
Charging Prolong Your iPhone Battery Unlock iPhone with Face ID Unlock iPhone with Touch ID Unlock iPhone with a Passcode How to Bookmark or Download the User Guide for iPhone Learning
the Basic iPhone Gestures to Interact With Your iPhone Set up Apple Cash Family on iPhone (U.S. only) Set up Family Sharing on iPhone And many more!! In Book 2 we will Discuss the following
Topics: How to use the iPhone 12 Control Center Adding Camera App to the Dock How to use Portrait Mode on your iPhone 12 Models How to convert Normal Video to Slo-Mo How to Change Frame
Rate and Video Resolution with Quick Toggles How to make your Video Slow or Fast How to Take Pictures in Low Light with Night Mode Using the Photos app to View Videos and Photos How to
browse through Pictures and Videos How to Permanently Delete or Recover Deleted Pictures How to edit Live Photos on iPhone 12 Camera How to add Pictures and Videos to Existing Albums How to
Share and Save Picture or Video you received How to Use Sharing Suggestions to Share Photos How to Open the Photo Editor in Photos App How to Remove Unwanted Images and Spots in your Photos
Using FilMic Pro App for Cinematic Video How to Set Resolution in FilMic Pro And many more.... This is just a few of what is contained in this User Manual, and you can Download FREE with Kindle
Unlimited So what are you waiting for? Scroll up and Click the Orange - BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK BUTTON- on the top right corner and Download Now!!! You won't regret you did See you inside!!!
IPhone 11 Series USER GUIDEThe Complete Manual to Master Your IPhone 11, 11 Pro, 11 Max and IOS 13. Includes Tips and Tricks
The Perfect User Guide for iPhone 12 users who want to maximize the full features of the latest iOS 14 operating software. iPhone 12, the world's most powerful device, was announced on October 13,
2020. The phone comes loaded with iOS 14, Apple's latest operating system. The update brings several new features and tweaks like the translation app, the sleep tracking app, Siri improvements, and
several others. This user manual will show you all the features and settings of the new iPhone 12 to help you master how to use your iPhone with all the newly introduced features. In this Guide, you will
learn: What is new on iOS 14 Set up your iPhone 12 How to Set up and manage Family Sharing Send and Receive Money on iMessage Download iMessage apps Use iPhone to Search Using Siri Using
Find My How to add widgets to the iPhone Home screen Exploring the App Library How to use app clips on iPhone Using the Translate app on your iPhone Multitask with Picture in Picture How to use
the new Message features on your iPhone Mention people in a conversation Speech and Language Translation Create your Memoji Using Memoji as a profile picture Record a QuickTake video Take a
selfie Sort photos in albums Filter photos in albums Edit your photos and images Make FaceTime group calls Headphone and Environmental sound control. Set up sleep schedules in the Health app on
iPhone Set up and use Face Recognition on your iPhone Organizing apps with the App Library Scanning QR codes Share reminders and collaborate Translate a webpage Limit the headphone volume And
a lot more! Get this Book Now and begin to do more with your latest iPhone device.
Having a book created with this in mind that covers everything seniors need to know about the iPhone 13 to get started is a great asset to have. Which is why this guide is a great book for our older
generation who are technically challenged. Seniors should not be denied the opportunity to also enjoy the innovative technology associated with Apple 2021 edition. They should also be able to explore all
the features that come with the phone including setting it up, calling, chatting, taking pictures and Facetime calls. This book does a wonderful job of explaining how to use your iPhone from the minute
you get it. It can teach the older generation how to send text messages, add new contacts, make emergency calls, listen to their all-time favorite songs, make video calls, sync their data, utilize Siri, and so
much more. This book is for Seniors Who Want To learn to use the iPhone 13 Pro Max But Can't Get Started A Simple Guide for Grandma and Grandpa Many times, Seniors receive the gift of an
iPhone but are not shown how to use it. Although the Apple iPhone 13 from Apple is intended to be intuitive, it can still be very difficult for an average user not less a senior to understand how to use it.
The iPhone 13 can be a difficult device to use, especially if you are from an older generation and not into technology which can make our granddads, and grandmas have a hard time setting up their
new devices without requesting help. Having a book created with this in mind that covers everything seniors need to know about the iPhone 13 to get started is a great asset to have. Which is why this guide
is a great book for our older generation who are technically challenged. Seniors should not be denied the opportunity to also enjoy the innovative technology associated with Apple 2021 edition. They
should also be able to explore all the features that come with the phone including setting it up, calling, chatting, taking pictures and Facetime calls. This book does a wonderful job of explaining how to use
your iPhone from the minute you get it. It can teach the older generation how to send text messages, add new contacts, make emergency calls, listen to their all-time favorite songs, make video calls, sync
their data, utilize Siri, and so much more. Just Imagine Being Able To: •learn how to utilize all the functions and operations that the phone offers •use a well-formatted book to help seniors like you use
your phone •learn about the latest updates, improvements, and changes on the new iPhone 13 •pass a message across with its large prints with fewer strains on the eyes •teach seniors despite their low-tech
knowledge in a language simple to understand ...And that's just for starters! Not Only That but Also: •the book uses practical examples in explaining how to get the most out of your iPhone 13 •a userfriendly guide for anyone with even third-grade education to follow •show you how to keep in touch despite aging eyesight and hearing •learn more new phone tricks to keep up with the kids and
grandkids •large printing format suitable for those with eye sight issues So, if you are one of those people worried about how to set up their new device, this guide can be useful to beginners and even
those switching from Android to iPhone. You can also learn to use the GPS feature to search for places on maps. This book also covers: How to search for a place on maps How to send a text message to
old and new contacts Introduction to Safari and Siri Activating Siri, changing wallpapers, setting screen time, and managing events How to use the iPhone 13 Pro exclusive feature called ProRes How to
access some hidden camera functions that you probably did not expect a phone camera to have Click the Buy Now Button to order your copy of the book to get started. Translator: Johnn Bryan
PUBLISHER: TEKTIME
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The Comprehensive Manual to Learning How to Setup and Operate the Apple's IPhone 11 Series Devices with Basic Tips & Tricks for Both Beginners and Seniors
Complete and Illustrated Manual with Tips and Tricks to Master Your IPhone 12. For Beginners and New Users
APPLE IPHONE 13 USER GUIDE
(For iPhone 4s, iPhone 5, iPhone 5s, and iPhone 5c, iPhone 6, iPhone 6+, iPhone 6s, and iPhone 6s Plus
The simple iphone 12 pro max photography user guide for seniors
Iphone Xr User Guide
The Well-Illustrated Practical Manual For Beginners And Seniors To Master, Navigate, And Setup The New Apple IPhone Pro Max With An Effective Tips And Tricks For IOS 14.
IPhone XR User Guide
Everything you need to know about iPhone - we take you through the process starting with "Hello", learn basic and advanced settings, have user guides for some of Apple's apps, like Camera, Music,
FaceTime, and more and share tips and secrets.
We have updated this guide and have included more helpful tips to ensure you get the most out of your iPhone 11. All the issues raised in the reviews have been addressed. If you are looking for a complete
guide that will give you all the hidden tips and tricks to maximize the benefit of your iPhone 11, this is the guide for you. The iPhone 11, the latest additions to the Apple iPhone family, is finally out after much
anticipations and speculations. The iPhone 11, 11 Pro and 11 Pro Max replaced the iPhone XR, XS and XS Max devices phased out by Apple. These new iPhone devices come preloaded with iOS 13. iOS
13 has lots of new features that can look overwhelming when using it for the first time even for old iPhone Users. This book will help you explore all the new features in iOS 13 as well as guide you to achieve
better productivity with your iPhone 11, 11 Pro and 11 Pro Max. Some of the things you would learn in this book include: Setting up your iPhone 11 Cycle Tracking in the Health App Using the Find My App
Edit Photos and Rotate Videos Use Sign-IN-With-Apple Enable Dark Mode How to Use Favorites in the Apple Maps Use Look Around feature in Apple Maps Customize Your Memoji and Animoji Share Music
Over AirPods Play Live Radio Through Siri Add Siri Shortcuts Use Screen Time Set App Limits How to Use the New Reminders app Swipe Typing Disable/ Enable Haptic Touch Remove Location Details
from your Photos Set Profile picture and Name in iMessages Optimized Battery Charging Pair your iPhone with a DualShock 4 and Xbox one S Copy, Cut, Paste, Redo and Undo Gestures Connect to Paired
Bluetooth Devices or Wi-fi from Control Center Download Large Apps over Cellular Network Scan Documents and Save screenshots Straight to Files App Operating the Safari Browser And lots more! Click on
Buy Now to get this book and begin to do more with your iPhone.
A Complete Guide to Using the iPhone 12 Pro CameraThe best camera for the job is the one you have in your hands when there is an opportunity for a photoshoot, especially when that camera is the iPhone
12 Pro.Maximize the use of your iPhone 12 to take great shotsA Complete Guide to Using the iPhone 12 Pro CameraThe best camera for the job is the one you have in your hands when there is an
opportunity for a photoshoot, especially when that camera is the iPhone 12 Pro. The question then becomes, are you making the most of that powerful tool in your pocket? Do the photos you take seem to be
from an amateur because of how blurry they look, and very different from the kind of picture you had in mind to take? If this is you and you want to be able to take incredible pictures with your iPhone, then
this book is for you.At the end of this book, you should be comfortable taking great shots with your iPhone 12 Pro even in low light conditions. You will also be equipped with the skills needed to capture
awesome portrait pictures of people and nail down your composition such that others can be amazed at how professional your pictures consistently look, as you create jaw-dropping landscapes, food, and
travel photos of the events you are involved in.The book starts by covering some of the basic things about the iPhone 12 Pro and the relevance of some of these features on the iPhone and how they affect
the quality of the pictures taken with it. In no time after you start using this book, you will begin to start snapping with your camera with far more confidence and dexterity than others who simply go through the
motions of pointing their cameras at an object and taking pictures without some of these basic knowledge and skills.Some contents to expect to see in this book include:How to create animojis and even share
memoji with other types of phone usersHow to take stunning pictures for your social media platformsHow to take stunning pictures with the portrait mode and lots moreWith this book in your hands, you can
move from being just a mediocre basic iPhone user to an iPhone photography specialist. It will save you the time and energy of stumbling into some of these features by deliberately exposing you to these
features and functions. If what you want is a go-to guide on matters surrounding just iPhone photography, then this is a great reference guide for you, very different from what a generic iPhone 12 Pro manual
can achieve because of how such books gross over different topics.Not only that, but you can also order this book as a gift for a friend, son, daughter, or a loved one to help them quickly get started with using
their phone as soon as they start exploring the pages of this book.Special BonusThat is not all, at the end of this book, we have a special gift for you, something we believe you will love.Click the “Add to Cart”
to purchase on your closeout or click the “Buy Now” to purchase at least one copy now.
The iPhone 12 Pro is among Apple iPhone 12 series, released in October 13, 2020. The iPhone 12 is valuable in tracking your Health Status - you can track, record and see the timeline of your menstrual
cycle for the ladies. While for both genders, you can set up your sleep schedules so that you don't over sleep or fall short of sleep which can result to insomnia. The iPhone 12 Pro has a powerful Triple-Lens
Rear Camera and a new LIDAR Sensor which helps to improve your photo effect. In this guide, you will learn the basics of chatting with family and friends through family sharing, using your iPhone as a
television to watch shows and films, snapping and sharing photos and videos, playing music's, podcast, audiobooks with CarPlay and so on. You will also learn how to master and setup all the essential
features of iphone 12 pro including tips and tricks of iOS 14. Here is a preview of the top topics this guide contains: -Features Of iPhone 12 Pro -Turn Up, Set Up And Get Started -Basic Guides
-Widgets/Calculators -Siri -Picture-in-Picture (PiP) -TV App -Books/Audiobooks -Cameras -Health -CarPlay -Calendars -Family Sharing -Apple Pay/Wallet No doubt, there is load of useful information's
packed up in this guide. Just scroll up, and click on the BUY NOW button ASAP to purchase this guide today.
Discover customization and productivity tips with this quick guide for iPhone users Key FeaturesLearn everything about your iPhone quickly to use it as an effective tool for communication, entertainment, and
workCustomize your phone's look and sound and modify the iOS's privacy settingsKeep your apps tidy and organized using the App LibraryBook Description The iPhone is the most popular smartphone
available on the market, renowned for its sophisticated design, immersive UI, and user safety. And even if you've bought an iPhone for its impressive specifications, you may still be unaware of many of its
features, which you'll discover with the help of this book! The iPhone Manual is your practical guide to uncovering the hidden potential of iPhones, and will leave you amazed at how productive you can be by
learning tips and hacks for customizing your device as a communication, entertainment, and work tool. You'll unearth the complete range of iPhone features and customize it to streamline your day-to-day
interaction with your device. This iPhone manual will help you explore your iPhone's impressive capabilities and fully understand all the features, functions, and settings that every iPhone owner should know.
With this book, you'll get to grips with not only the basics of communication but also best practices for accessing photos, videos, and music to set up your entertainment using your iPhone. In addition to this,
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you'll learn about serious work tools that will make you productive in your everyday tasks. By the end of this iPhone book, you'll have learned how to use your iPhone to perform tasks and customize your
experience in ways you probably didn't realize were possible. What you will learnUse touch gestures and understand the user interface to use any app on the iPhoneExplore the latest apps exclusive to iOS
14, such as the translate and magnifier appsFind out how to share data from your iPhone with other devicesSet up and customize Siri and learn how to give commandsDiscover different ways to capture and
access pictures and videosSet up an email account and use multiple accounts on a single deviceSet up FaceTime on your iPhone and discover different ways to make a FaceTime callUse Apple Pay to shop
online or send money to other usersWho this book is for The book is for iPhone users who want to get more out of their state-of-the-art iPhone device and the powerful iOS interface. If you are new to using
smartphones or are an Android user new to iPhones, this book will help you migrate efficiently.
IPhone SE 2020 User Guide for Seniors
The Complete Beginner to Expert Manual to Master IPhone 11 Series Including Tips & Tricks to Use IOS 13 and IOS 13. 1 Like a Pro
Your guide for smartphone photography for taking pictures like a pro even for the elderly and retire
The IPhone X User Guide
The Concise & Comprehensive Beginner Manual to Learning the Basic Tips and Tricks of IPhone 12, 12 Pro & Max Devices for Dummies and Professionals.
The IPhone 12 Pro Photography User Guide
A Unique Guide to Learn the First Steps to take from the moment you buy your iPhone to the most complex things. Everyone will know how to use iPhone easily
IPhone 8 User Manual

A full and very detailed guide on iOS 15. A step-by-step explanation on how to set every feature that iOS 15 offers. Updating your existing iPhone to the most recent version of iOS will give you access to the newest
iPhone features. As well as explaining the changes and upgrades, this guide will assist you in mastering everything related to iOS (new and old features), your iPhone, and the Apple ID connected to it. What's new:
FaceTime Messages Memoji Focus Notifications Maps Safari Live Text Visual Look Up Photos Notes Reminders Health Weather Privacy iCloud+ Accessibility This iOS 15 user guide covers iPhone models back to
iPhone SE (1st generation).
Are you getting bored and irritated with most iPHONE 11, 11 PRO or 11 PRO MAX manuals and/or user guides that are just too wordy and complicated? Would you truly like to have a deep understanding of your
iPHONE 11, 11 PRO or 11 PRO MAX Device? Are you ready to start making use of your iPHONE 11, iPHONE 11 PRO or iPHONE 11 PRO MAX device proficiently and use the full functionality of your iPhone
device to do anything and everything you want to do and even do better? Then let's get started! I intentionally worked on this guide to make it a little more casual and fun than what you expect from most iPhone manuals.
The iPhone is a cool device or gadget, and any guide in relation to this should be an equally fun read. The iPhone 11, iPhone 11 pro and iPhone 11 pro max are among the best phones money can buy. On the other hand,
being arguably among the best phones, means it comes packed with a lot of features. How do you use all of them? The iPhone 11 series are arguably among the best phones out there. It's Powerful, Takes great photos, and
does a lot of things. But, is it easy to use? For some people, absolutely! Nevertheless, if you've never used it before or you've used it before, but want to get the most out of it, if it's a little intimidating. This book will help!
For both amateurs and professionals to get the most out of this latest master piece from Apple, this precise and straightforward guide is just what you need to play around your 11 series devices, and it includes both basic
and advance tips & tricks. This is a simple guide for both dummies and professional to help users to knowing how to use any of their iPhone 11 series devices adeptly and it is written in a way to help you use your device
and all its powerful features as quickly as possible. This concise guide is packed with top tips and in-depth tutorials that will help you get started quickly and also uncover the exclusive features like how to use gesture and
shortcuts, how to start dark mode settings and customize your phone, and lot more. In this book you'll discover stuffs like: - How to setup the device - How to make your iPhone SE work smoothly - Specs & reviews How to scan documents with your device - How to take ridiculous selfies - How to hide apps - How to protect your device - How to use the keyboard as a trackpad AND MANY MORE TIPS & TRICKS...
The iPhone Manual for Beginners is the complete guide to using the iPhone. This book was made with the beginner in mind, and is great for seniors and first-time iPhone users.The book is suitable for the following
iPhone models: 7, 7 Plus, 6s, 6s Plus, 6, 6 Plus, 5s, 5c, and SE.
The iPhone 13 Pro & Pro Max, unveiled on September 14, are Apple's top-of-the-line iPhones. Apple packs the new Pro phones with features most iPhone users have wanted for years, which includes an updated camera,
a bigger battery, and the first high-refresh-rate of the iPhone. If you just purchased one of these devices, Congratulations, operating an iPhone is easy and straightforward because you have to follow the directives on your
screen. However, if you are completely new, you will not be able to understand everything. Don't be afraid! Whether you're a new iPhone user or you have an old iPhone that you are replacing, this clear, easy, and
practical guide has been created to aid you into the new and interesting world of the iPhone 13 Pro models so that you can make the most out of your device Here is an overview of what you would find in this book
Features of the iPhone 13 Pro & Pro Max How to set up your device 35+ Basic Settings How to make the most of the Camera How to set up & use FaceTime How to make FaceTime calls with Android devices How to
use the Live Text feature How to use the Focus feature How to setup and use Apple Pay How to use Siri How to connect your iPhone with other devices How to use the Safari app How to use the Translate app Tips and
Tricks And lots more Scroll up and click the BUY NOW icon to get this book now
The iPhone SE is one of the best ways to enter the magical world of activities, events and happenings even at its very cheap price. I intentionally worked on this concise guide to make it a little more casual and fun than
what you expect from most iPhone SE manuals. The iPhone SE is a cool gadget, and any guide in relation to this should be an equally fun read. Well, are you finding it difficult searching for a unique book that will show
you how to benefit from your iPhone SE 2020? Would you like to have an in-depth understanding of your new iPhone SE 2020? Look no further. This book was composed to expose people like you to the bundles that
accompanied the phone, alongside hidden features and tips that are not entirely obvious by writers, amateurs and seniors. There is always information that you wouldn't be able to get from official sources but after reading
this, you would be proficient enough to use your iPhone SE to the fullest. This book will tell you about the basics of the Apple iPhone SE 2020 and how you can customize it. If you have not purchased it yet and want to
try your iPhone SE 2020, you have nothing to worry about, because this book has a lot of tips and tricks for the perfect phone that will improve your experience in it. The whole process is as fast as you can imagine. Only a
few steps will display some technical approach. This is a Comprehensive Guide for both dummies and professional to help users in knowing how to use their iPhone SE proficiently and it is written in a way to help you use
your iPhone SE 2020 and all its powerful features as quickly as possible. Use the full functionality of your iPhone SE to do anything and everything you want to do and even do better. This Simple User Guide will help you
get started quickly and also contribute immensely by helping you to get the most out of your iPhone SE 2020 device. In this concise guide, you will find information such as; iPhone SE specs & reviews, Tips and Tricks
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such as; - Simple tips to make your iphone se work/run faster - How to optimize battery charge - How to charge your iphone SE faster - Cancelling a mistake by just shaking your phone - How to use multiple fingers for
touch ID - Essential tips on how to improve iPhone SE battery life - Wireless charging trick - How to use camera filters to getting the best selfies - How to back up your photos and videos How to create your own emoji
stickers - How to transfer files from your old iPhone to your new iPhone SE device How to save password in other to be able to remember them and SO MANY MORE...
IPhone 12 Series User Guide for Seniors
APPLE IPHONE SE COMPREHENSIVE USER GUIDE
2 IN1- IPhone 12 Series User Guide and IPhone 12 Camera User Guide
The Simple Beginner User Manual to Learning & Mastering the Basic & Advanced Tips, Tricks, & Reviews of Your IPhone SE (2020) Device for Rookies & Seniors
IPHONE 11, 11 PRO AND 11 PRO MAX USER GUIDE
The intuitive, illustrated, step-by-step instruction manual to learn to master the apple iphone 13
Illustrated Manual with Expert Tips and Tricks to Master Your IPhone SE Second Generation with IOS 14
A complete user guide to getting the best out of your iPhone and iOS 14
NOW YOU CAN GRAB THE COMPLETE USER MANUAL FOR iPHONE 12 SERIES!!! EVERYTHING YOU NEED IS ALL COMPILED IN ONE PLACE FOR EASY LEARNING The iPhone 12
series is the highest version of the iPhone because of its 5G features that allow users to enjoy super-fast download and browsing speeds. Because of
this, a new era for the world's best smartphone has officially begun. This latest iPhone lineup that was unveiled in October 2020 comprises several
beautiful new designs. They are fully packed with some amazing innovative features like A14 Bionic, an advanced dual camera system, and a Super Retina
XDR display with the Ceramic Shield front cover. This book features a detailed guide that'll help you fully maximize your experience with any iPhone
from the iPhone 12 series and learn everything there is to know about the iPhone 12 cameras. This manual is ideal for both Beginners and Experts to
maximize user experience. The Books Included in the Bundle: iPHONE 12 SERIES USER GUIDE: The Complete User Manual with Tips & Tricks for Beginners to
Master the New Apple iPhone 12, Pro, Pro Max, Mini and Hacks for iOS 14 iPHONE 12 CAMERA USER GUIDE: The Complete User Manual for Beginners and Pro to
Master the Best iPhone 12 Camera Settings with Tips and Tricks for Photography & Cinematic Videography In Book 1 we will Discuss the following Topics:
How To Set Up Your New iPhone 12, Mini, Pro & 12 Pro Max Using an iCloud or iTunes Backup in Restoring Data Using iCloud to Transfer Data To Your New
iPhone Transfering Your Data to Your New iPhone Using iTunes Set up Cellular Service on iPhone Set up Your Cellular Plan with eSIM Connect iPhone to the
Internet Manage Apple ID and iCloud Settings on iPhone Toggle Wi-Fi and Bluetooth From Control Center Change Wi-Fi Networks Faster Connect Two AirPods
to one iPhone How To Use a Wireless or USB Mouse Optimize Battery Charging Prolong Your iPhone Battery Unlock iPhone with Face ID Unlock iPhone with
Touch ID Unlock iPhone with a Passcode How to Bookmark or Download the User Guide for iPhone Learning the Basic iPhone Gestures to Interact With Your
iPhone Set up Apple Cash Family on iPhone (U.S. only) Set up Family Sharing on iPhone And many more!! In Book 2 we will Discuss the following Topics:
How to use the iPhone 12 Control Center Adding Camera App to the Dock How to use Portrait Mode on your iPhone 12 Models How to convert Normal Video to
Slo-Mo How to Change Frame Rate and Video Resolution with Quick Toggles How to make your Video Slow or Fast How to Take Pictures in Low Light with Night
Mode Using the Photos app to View Videos and Photos How to browse through Pictures and Videos How to Permanently Delete or Recover Deleted Pictures How
to edit Live Photos on iPhone 12 Camera How to add Pictures and Videos to Existing Albums How to Share and Save Picture or Video you received How to Use
Sharing Suggestions to Share Photos How to Open the Photo Editor in Photos App How to Remove Unwanted Images and Spots in your Photos Using FilMic Pro
App for Cinematic Video How to Set Resolution in FilMic Pro And many more.... This is just a few of what is contained in this User Manual, and you can
Download FREE with Kindle Unlimited So what are you waiting for? Scroll up and Click the Orange - BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK BUTTON- on the top right corner
and Download Now!!! You won't regret you did See you inside!!!
**Get the eBook version free when you buy the Paperback** The iPhone XR can be considered the most beautiful device with the six colors it is designed
in: white, black, blue, coral, yellow, and red. The iPhone XR User Guide is a complete guide to operating the iPhone XR. This book would benefit
beginners, first time iPhone users, seniors as well as users changing devices. In this book, you would find information you need to know about the
iPhone XR starting from the physical features, to explaining buttons and terms that you need to know to better enjoy your device. It then goes into step
by step teachings and guides on how to use the device starting from the basics. This include: Steps to set up your iPhone XR How to install and use
social media apps like Facebook, Twitter How to Use Memoji and Animoji Set up email Create contact list Set up face ID Register for Apple ID Navigate
apple pay features Make and answer calls, send text messages Charge your phone wirelessly Unlock your device Activate Haptic Touch Turn Siri to a
translator Restart, reset and restore Make use of "find my iPhone" when lost Amazing tips and tricks and so much more details you should know. Value Add
for this book A detailed Table of content that you can easily reference when needed. Step by step instructions on how to operate your device in the
simplest terms, easy for all to understand. Latest tips and tricks to help you enjoy your device to the fullest. If you want to have vast knowledge on
how to get the best from your Phone XR, then this book is for you.
Have you ever seen someone using Iphone 12 adeptly and you wondering how they came about the cool stuffs? Sometimes it seems like magic seeing people
operating their iPhone swiftly and proficiently. Some of the tricks you will find in this book might seem strange to you and some quite unclear and even
sometimes clear, but they will all do something awesome by making you understand and master your iPhone Device. Purchasing a new iPhone 12, 12 Pro and
12 Pro max device can be exciting and intimidating all at once! It's like getting a new toy. Both phones are among the best phones money can buy. One
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the other hand, being arguably among the best phones means it comes packed with a lot of features. How do you use all of them? The iPhone is arguably
the best phone out there. Its Powerful, Takes great photos, and does a lot of things. But easy to use? For some people, absolutely! Nevertheless, if
you've never used it before or you've used it before, but want to get the most out of it, it's a little intimidating. This book will help! This concise
user guide is designed in a way that will help you as quickly as possible. Nobody likes to spend hours with a manual! They are always impatient to
wanting to use their new toy! I intentionally worked on this concise guide to make it a little more casual and fun than what you expect from most iPhone
manuals. The iPhone is a cool device or gadget, and any guide in relation to this should be an equally fun read. Are you ready to start making use of
your iPhone proficiently and enjoying your adeptness? Then let's get started! This book contains tips on how to; How to record dolby vision controls How
to record videos faster with quick shot Connect The Playstation Controller To The Iphone 12/max How To Temporarily Disable Face Id Use Airplay To
Transmit Hdr Content To Your Tv Apple Create A Smart Home screen Widget How to personalize rear touch controls How to Force The Password On Your iPhone
12 And 12 Pro/max You Can Quickly Load Up To Half Capacity In 30 Minutes How to connect the iphone 12 and 12 pro AND MANY MORE...
The Perfect User Guide for the Second Generation iPhone SE 2020 to Maximize the Latest iOS 14 Software. iOS 14 is one of Apple's most significant iOS
update to date, introducing Siri improvements, Picture in Picture video playback, Home screen design changes, App Library, and several other powerful
tweaks. This user manual will show you all the features and settings of the iOS 14 to help you master how to use the iOS 14 on your iPhone SE 2020 with
all its newly introduced features. This guide will walk you through all the fantastic features of the new software and expose all the hidden settings.
In this guide, you will learn: All the Amazing Features of the iOS 14 you should know about How to Set Up Your iPhone How to Set up and manage Family
Sharing Send and Receive Money on iMessage Download iMessage apps Updating your iPhone device to the latest iOS 14 Applying iOS 14 updates to your
iPhone device Using Siri Using Find My How to add and manage Widgets to your iPhone Exploring the App Library on iOS 14 How to use app clips on iPhone
Using the Translate app on your iPhone Multitasking with the Picture in Picture feature on your iPhone How to use the new Message features on your
iPhone Speech and Language Translation Creating your Memoji in iOS 14 Using Memoji as a profile picture Camera feature on iOS 14 Sorting albums FaceTime
feature on iOS 14 Headphone and Environmental sound control. How to set up sleep schedules in the Health app on iPhone How to set up and use Face
Recognition on your iPhone Organizing apps with the App Library Scanning QR codes And a lot more! Are you ready to get started with the new iOS 14 on
your iPhone SE? Then grab a copy of this manual Now!
The iPhone may be the world's coolest computer, but it's still a computer, with all of the complexities. iPhone: The Missing Manual is a illustrated
guide to the tips, shortcuts, and workarounds that will turn you, too, into an iPhone master. This updated guide shows you everything you need to know
about the new features and user interface of iOS 9 for the iPhone. This easy-to-use book will help you accomplish everything from web browsing to
watching videos so you can get the most out of your iPhone.
IPhone 11, 11 Pro & 11 Pro Max User Guide
IPhone 12 Pro User Guide
A Detailed Manual for Beginners and Pros on How to Make Full Use of IOS 15
IPhone 12 User Manual for Beginners
The Essential Manual How To Set Up And Start Using Your New IPhone
The Ultimate Guide to Exploring the Full Potentiality of Your IPhone 12 Pro + Exclusive Pro Tips and Screenshots
The Complete User Manual with Tips & Tricks for Beginners to Master the New Apple IPhone 12, Pro, Pro Max, Mini and Hacks for IOS 14 (Large Print
Edition)
An Exclusive Self-Guided Handbook to Explore and Master Your IPhone 11, 11 Pro, 11 Pro Max + Tips and Tricks on the IOS 13

ALERT TO BUYERS OF THIS GUIDE: Every Reviewer(s) concern about the content of this book has been Addressed by the Publisher IPHONE 11, 11
PRO, 11 PRO MAX USERS GUIDE 2019 UPDATE FOR THE ELDERLY You just bought the iPhone 11 or 11 Pro, and haven't learned anything new on the
device? Or you have been searching for some advanced tips and tricks to enable you to master this device? Or you are an Android Switcher or
Novice iPhone User looking for a guide to help you navigate through the iPhone? Then this Manual is for you. It is time to dig in to see what
settings and features you can tweak to get the most out of your iPhone 11. This manual will guide you through basic to advanced features and
also enhance your ownership of the iPhone 11/11 Pro. It also presents some hidden tips and tricks that you never knew could be done on the
device. Other Information You get from this book include: The Standard iPhone 11 and the Pro Version Which Should I get? Important additional
Accessories of the iPhone 11 Series you should get How to set Up Your iPhone 11/11 Pro and 11 Pro Max Useful iPhone 11 Gestures How to
carryout Basic Navigation on the iPhone How to Add Card to Apple Pay How to Adjust Photo Size Before Uploading on Safari How to use the
Photos Editor How to use the Video Editor How to Download Apps from the App Store How to setup Face ID & PasscodeHow to Customize the Control
Center How to set up "Hey Siri" How to use Advanced Siri Voice Commands How to Send iMessage/Animoji How to Activate AssistiveTouch How to
Connect Multiple Pairs of Airpods or Powerbeat Pro to the iPhone 11 How to connect Playstation 4 and Xbox One S Bluetooth controllers to
iPhone 11 For Gaming How to Optimize Battery Charging How to Add Emergency Contacts to Lock Screen How to temporarily disable Emergency
Contact from the lock Screen How to Delete Medical ID Permanently How To Add More Face IDs How to Add More Friends to Group FaceTime How to
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autosave and autofill login username and passwords on any website access on Safari How to Use Camera Effects How to Use Camera for Advanced
Photography How to Setup Notifications How to Use Downtime in Screen Time How to bypass Downtime Limits How to have backups to your Photos
and Videos on iCloud How to Use the Measure App How to Remove Used Pass How to Activate Low Data Mode How to take Screenshots on your iPhone
11 How to take Screenshots an entire Web page on Safari How to Record Your Screen on iPhone 11 How to use Keyboard as a trackpad How to jump
to the top of a page from the bottom How to activate Accessibility Shortcuts From the Side button How to create Secure notes How to Check
Available Storage on the iPhone 11 How to increase iCloud Storage How to set up two-factor authentication How to Enable Dark Mode How to
Transfer Files Between Apple Devices Using Airdrop How to Scan QR Codes How to Control Your Device with Voice How to Use the New Gestures for
Select text, Copy, Cut, Paste, Redo and undo How to Use Intelligent Selection How to Use Cycle Tracking in Health How to Update iOS on the
iPhone How to Receive Calls on Other Devices How to Configure Filming Speed On the iPhone How to Recover a Stolen iPhone And Many More Tricks
and Tips Don't Wait anymore, scroll up and hit the BUY BUTTON to get this book to master your iPhone and the New iOS13
My iPhone 11 Series User's Guide An Exclusive Self-Guided Handbook to Explore and Master Your iPhone 11, 11 Pro, 11 Pro Max + Tips and Tricks
on the iOS 13 A device bought with hundreds of dollars shouldn't be underutilized. You didn't purchase an iPhone so you can place it by your
bed just for alarm notification, or simply as a device to make and receive calls. You bought an iPhone because you wanted more than just the
basic functionality of a smartphone. Who needs My iPhone 11 Series User's Guide? New users of the iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro, or the iPhone Pro
Max or existing users of older models that support the new iOS 13 updates. The young and elderly who want to get the best out their iPhone
devices. Those who want to discover exclusive tips and tricks to use their iPhone professionally. You all are welcomed to get this book. Why
this guide book? Generally, Apple products can be technical to operate for newbies looking to explore their devices maximally. iPhones are
specifically designed and are peculiar in their functionalities and accessories. Therefore this book is made to demystify the concept of the
iOS 13 updates as well as teaching you things you never knew your iPhone 11 Series can do for you. What do you stand to benefit? Learn in
easy steps: This book is made in a simple, flow-able, and self-guided approach. Useful tips and tricks Aside from the exclusive tips, you
will get to learn how to: Master the basic gestures to interact with your iPhone 11, 11 Pro, 11 Pro Max like a pro. Learn everything about
using Siri, including using Siri with your car. Discover some tips and tricks with using Safari including 'Hiding ads and distractions in
Safari' and 'Blocking pop-ups on Safari' Back-up and Restore iPhone Information. Master FaceTime Set-up AirPods, Handoff, and Apple Watch.
Use the Family Sharing features Some much more inside the book. To access the complete information and make it yours, you are a step away,
CLICK the BUY button NOW.
**Get the Kindle Version free when you buy the Paperback** The iPhone X User Guide is a complete guide to operating the iPhone X. This book
would benefit beginners, first time iPhone users, seniors as well as users changing devices. In this book, you would find information you
need to know about the iPhone X starting from the physical features, to explaining buttons and terms that you need to know to better enjoy
your device. It then goes into step by step teachings and guides on how to use the device starting from the basics. This include: How to set
up the device Set up Face ID Register for Apple ID How to Create Animoji and Memoji Navigate Apple Pay features Make and answer calls How to
install and use apps like Gmail, Facebook, Twitter, Google MAP, YouTube etc. d104 messages, download apps Charge your phone wirelessly Unlock
your device Activate 3d touch Turn Siri to a translator Restart, reset and restore Set up email Create contact list Make use of "find my
iPhone" when lost Amazing tips and tricks And so much more details you should know. Value Add for this book While other books on the iPhone X
talk about iOS 11 alone, this book covers both iOS 11 and 12. Step by step instructions on how to operate your device in the simplest terms,
easy for all to understand. Latest tips and tricks to help you enjoy your device to the fullest. A detailed table of content for easy
referencing when needed.
The iPhone 12 Pro Max is among Apple iPhone 12 series, released in October 13, 2020. The iPhone 12 Pro Max is valuable in tracking your
Health Status - you can track, record and see the timeline of your menstrual cycle for the ladies. While for both genders, you can set up
your sleep schedules so that you don't over sleep or fall short of sleep which can result to insomnia. The iPhone 12 Pro Max has a powerful
Triple-Lens Rear Camera and a new LIDAR Sensor which helps to improve your photo effect. In this guide, you will learn the basics of chatting
with family and friends, using your iPhone as a television to watch shows and films, snapping and sharing photos and videos, playing music's,
podcast, audiobooks with CarPlay and so on. You will also learn how to master and setup all the essential features of iphone 12 pro Max. Here
is a preview of the top topics this guide contains: -Features Of iPhone 12 Pro Max -Turn Up, Set Up And Get Started -Basic Guides
-Widgets/Calculators -Siri -Picture-in-Picture (PiP) -TV App -Books/Audiobooks -Cameras -Health No doubt, there is load of useful
information's packed up in this guide. Just scroll up, and click on the BUY NOW button ASAP to purchase this guide today.
In a recent online survey, it was established that less than 10% of iPhone 11 Pro Max users are maximizing the potentiality of their device
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by at least 70%. If you are considering purchasing an iPhone 12 Pro for making calls and receiving messages only, you will be extremely underusing your device. Get the better of your iPhone 12 Pro device; do not under-use it.My iPhone 12 Pro User's Manual is purposely designed to
help you learn, understand and master the use of your iPhone 12 Pro device which comes with the iOS 14. This is a must-have user's guide for
all iPhone 12 Pro users as well as intending users.This guide will expose you to: + Using your iPhone 12 Pro camera: Everything you need to
know about taking professional shots on your device.+ Using the Measure app+ Using Siri in the most effective way+ Using Magic keyboard + Pro
tips+ Setting your device for first time use+ Mastering the basic gestures and icons interpretations+ How to use your iPhone 12 Pro device as
a car key+ How to use the App Clips + How to use and master the Markup feature+ Exclusive tips to using the new home screen, app library and
home screen pages+ Everything you need to know about streaming your iPhone to Apple TV/Smart TV+ Connecting your car with your iPhone 12 Pro:
All exclusive tipsMany more to catch inside this guide. Don't miss out.Get a copy NOW by hitting the BUY button
Iphone 13 pro max user guide for seniors
IPHONE 12 USER GUIDE
Tips, Tricks and Hidden Features Manual to Master Your IPhone 11, 11 Pro and 11 Max As a Senior
IPhone
IPhone XS User Guide
APPLE IPHONE SE USER GUIDE FOR ALL
The Perfect IPhone Guide for Seniors, Beginners, and First-Time IPhone Users
IPhone 12 Pro Max User Guide
The iPhone 12 is an awesome device that is built on brand new technology. The iPhone 12 has an attractive new design, direct and full access
to 5G, good cameras, and even better performance. In this guide, you'll learn how to master and set up all the essential features of the new
iPhone 12, this manual covers a wide range of topics from the basic setup to advanced tips and tricks to help you get started with your new
iPhone 12 and the latest iOS 14 operating system. So whether you are a beginner or a pro, this guide will help you use all the available
features on your new iPhone 12. Here Are Some Of The Things You Will Learn In This Book: How To Set Up Iphone 12 How To Switch From Android
To Iphone Set Up Cellular Service How To Set Up Multi-Task How To Move And Organize Apps How To Uninstall Apps How To Customize Control
Center How To Use Multiple Controllers In Control Center How To Turn Off Access To The Control Center In Applications How To Use Find My App
Settings How To Enable/Disable Dark Mode How To Enable/Disable Night Shift How To Set Up Language How To Set Up Mail And Contacts How To
Create A Screen Recording How To Manage Icloud Settings How To Use Basic Gestures How To Use Advanced Gestures How To Set Up Siri How To Use
Siri In Your Car How To Set Up Family Sharing How To Set Up Your Apple Id For Your Kid How To Add Widget To Home Screen How To Customize
Travel Settings How To Set Up Airdrop How To Draw With Apple Markup How To Perform Quick Action How To Set Up Find My App How To Set Up
Screen Time How To Set Up Carplay How To Find A Route How To Set Up Your Security How To Back Up Your Iphone How To Restore All Content To
Iphone From Backup What To Do When You Want To Sell Or Give Away Your Iphone How To Delete All Content And Settings From Iphone Index And
Lot's More SCROLL UP AND TAP THE BUY NOW ICON TO GET THIS BOOK NOW!!
Obviously, this guide should be in the box. But the box is so minimalist, it just won't fit! New Apple users definitely need this book
though. We go through the main gestures, icons, settings, apps. But this guide will also be useful for the fans of iPhones, since the XS (XS
Max) is the latest iteration, furthermore it has the new iOS. We will look into the new possibilities of iOS, learn to live without the Home
button, figure out the new photo modes, share a lot of secrets with our readers and of course tips on how to use this new miracle of tech!
This guide contains detailed descriptions and instructions for the following sections: - Main Features Of IPhone XS (XS Max) And iOS12 Setting up the iPhone XS (XS Max) - Basics - Learn basic gestures to interact with iPhone XS, Check out the meaning of status icons on
iPhone XS, How to use the iPhone Home Screen and open apps, Change your iPhone Settings - How to use various apps - App basics, App Store,
Books, Camera, FaceTime,Files, Find My Friends, Find My iPhone location, iTunes, Safari, etc - Tricks and Tips on how to use the iPhone XS
(XS Max)
Are you finding it very difficult searching for a book that will show you how to benefit from your iPhone SE 2020 device? Would you truly
like to have a deep understanding of your iPhone SE 2020 Device? The iPhone SE is one of the best ways to enter the magical world of
activities, events and happenings even at its very cheap price. This comprehensive book will tell you about the basics of the Apple iPhone
SE 2020 and how you can customize it. If you have not purchased it yet and want to try your iPhone SE 2020, you have nothing to worry about
because this book has a lot of tips and tricks for the perfect phone that will improve your experience in it. The whole process is as fast
as you can imagine. Only a few steps will display some technical approach. This book answers users questions "how" to perform different
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operations on this new gadget comprehensively as it helps dummies and seniors understand how to go about the basics and complex operation in
their devices. This User Guide will help you get started quickly and also contribute immensely by helping you to get the most out of your
iPhone SE 2020 device. This book contains iPhone SE review, Tips on how to make your iPhone SE work or run faster, Important reasons why you
should buy and not buy the phone, Tips and Tricks such as; - How to take the best photos on your iPhone SE 2020 device - How to access and
exit the recovery mode - Wireless charging trick - How to use multiple fingers for touch ID How to optimize battery charge - Tip on how to
cancel a mistake by just shaking your phone - Tip on how to close background apps - How to use camera filters to getting the best selfies How to create your own emoji stickers - How to transfer files from your old iPhone to your new iPhone SE device - How to back up your photos
and videos AND SO MANY MORE...
You made the right choice purchasing the iPhone SEThis is a detailed and comprehensive user guide to help you not just start up but master
your new device.This guide will expose you to a whole lot of amazing features of this device. Your fears will be laid to rest completely
thanks to this guide.This book is clearly written with simple terms using a step by step approach which will enable you understand your
device in no time.This book covers: -Apps management-OS Upgrade-Device setup-Pictures and video editing-Setting up apple ID-Tips and tricksTroubleshooting-And so much more
This book contains all the key settings, functions, tips and tricks that you need to know with Screenshots to Guide you in Operating your
iPhone 11 Pro Like a Pro with the New iOS 13 The iPhone 11 Pro was launched alongside the iPhone 11 and Pro Max, three great devices
launched by the Apple company. The iPhone 11 was designed as a replacement for the iPhone XS that was lunched last year along with the
iPhone XR and XS Max. The iOS 13 comes with lots of new features that can look a little overwhelming when using it for the first time. This
book would help you explore all the features of your phone by showing you steps on how to enable and use the features to get you started on
your device in no time. Some of the things you would learn in this book include: How to set up your device How to backup your data How to
Use Cycle Tracking in Health How to use the Silence Unknown Callers feature How to Use the Find My App List of Shortcuts in Safari How to
Edit Photos and Rotate Videos How to Use Sign-IN-With-Apple How to Enable Dark Mode How to Use Favorites in the Apple Maps How to Use Look
Around feature in Apple Maps How to Customize Your Memoji and Animoji How to Share Music Over AirPods How to Play Live Radio Through Siri
How to Add Siri Shortcuts How to Use Screen Time How to Set App Limits How to Use the New Reminders app How to Use Swipe Typing How to Edit
voice memo How to Apply filter to a video How to Disable/ Enable Haptic Touch and 3D in iOS 13 How to Remove Location Details from your
Photos in iOS 13 How to Set a Profile picture and Name in iMessages How to Set Optimized Battery Charging How to Pair your iPhone with a
DualShock 4 and Xbox one S How to Use the New Gestures for Copy, Cut, Paste, Redo and Undo How to Connect to Paired Bluetooth Devices or Wifi from Control Center How to Download Large Apps over Cellular Network How to Scan Documents and Save screenshots Straight to Files App How
to enable and disable Content blocker Operating the Safari Browser And lots more! Value Add for this book A detailed Table of content that
you can easily reference when needed. Step by step instructions on how to operate your device in the simplest terms, easy for all to
understand. Latest tips and tricks to help you enjoy your device to the fullest. Click on Buy Now to get this book and begin to do more
productive activities with your iPhone 11.
THE IPHONE 11 Pro USER GUIDE
The Essential Manual How To Set Up And Start Using New IPhone
iPhone 13 User Guide for Beginners and Seniors
Your Complete IPhone X Manual for Beginners, New IPhone Users and Seniors (2019 Updated)
2 BOOKS IN 1- IPhone 12 Series User Guide and IPhone 12 Camera User Guide (Large Print Edition)
Your Complete IPhone 11 Pro Manual for Beginners, New IPhone 11 Pro Users and Seniors
IOS 15 User Guide
Your Complete IPhone XR Manual for Beginners, New IPhone XR Users And Seniors
Learn how to use your first iPhone easily and intuitively. This step-by-step guide has been specially designed for juniors and seniors who
want to learn how to get the most out of their new smartphones. Modern phones are getting harder and harder to use, especially for those who
are new to this technological world and don't know where to turn to learn the basics. Do you want to use applications that keep you in touch
with loved ones but you don't know how to install them and no one ever has the time to teach you? You have just come across an easy-tonavigate guide with pictures that explain exactly what to do, as well as explanations of the most commonly used and important terms. With
these instructions you will learn how to use your iPhone correctly: not only to keep in touch with your friends but also to learn useful
tricks to make your everyday life easier, such as setting your doctor's ID and configuring the SOS emergency call. In this guide you will
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find the following: • A complete introduction to your iPhone and all of the key features you need to know; • How to configure the basic
settings for your iPhone, applications, face recognition (Face ID), WiFi connection, and how you save all your data; • How to learn to
photograph your nephews just like a pro; • Simple explanations on how to use the most popular apps like FaceTime to call you with family and
friends; • How to set up SOS emergency calls and your medical ID to keep track of your health; • Tips and tricks to help you every day while
learning how to solve the problems that may arise with your phone by yourself; • And so forth! Age doesn't have to be a limit in learning,
and that's why we want to help you get the most out of your iPhone in a simple, guided way. Click "Buy Now" and discover the joy of learning
new things that will make your life better and easier!
Are you looking for an informative book that can make you tap into the important features of the iPhone XR? Then worry not, the solution is
available in this book.The iPhone XR user guide is a complete guide to operating the iPhone XR, this book will benefit users mostly first
time users and seniors, if you are new to the iPhone XR or you want to make most out of all the features then you need this friendly guide to
help you know your way round your new device and get you up to speed on iOS 12 and make you a Pro in everything related to the iOS phone when
you are done reading this iPhone XR guide. The book is written in a very simple way to follow and the XR guide is packed up with top tips and
tricks, so if you want to learn the basics or discover some advanced tips, this iPhone XR guide is here to help you on some key terms that
every iPhone user needs to know. The book teaches you all the basics including creating a contact list, creating an Apple ID which is very
important, sending and receiving text, setting up your email, placing and answering calls, downloading apps and using the App store and many
more. What you will discover inside this book* How to set up the device , Detailed instructions on how to use the features* Tips and tricks
that will help you get the most benefits out of using your iPhone* The incredible features* Detailed app guide* The summary of iPhone XR*
Important settlings and tips* Troubleshooting* + Simple tips and tricks
Are you new to iPHONE 13 DEVICE? Purchasing a new iPhone 13 device can be exciting and intimidating all at once! It's like getting a new toy.
Are you finding it very difficult searching for a book that will show you how to start-up, setup and also benefit from your iPhone 13 device?
For those who want the most sophisticated technology available in a mobile phone, but without much of a sky-high price, the iPhone 13 perfect
for you. The iPhone 13 Pro delivers 120Hz Pro Motion displays and an all-new camera system that includes a 6-element and the ultra-wide lens
and 3x optical zoom. Meanwhile you can also get macro photography capabilities and a larger batteries and a new sierra blue color. This
latest manual is packed with top tips and tricks that will help you uncover the exclusive features of this new iPhone including in-depth
tutorials you need to know about the iPhone 13 series mobile phone features and the iOS 15 user interface. It is written with both dummies
and seniors in mind. The author uses simple english to explain core iPhone terminologies so that everyone can follow along. So, if you intend
to give a loved one an iPhone 13 as a gift, do not forget to add this piece of treasure along. If you get this book, it is very likely you'll
not need any other guide to explore your iPhone as a beginner. With several updated iPhone tricks at your disposal, you can be sure to become
an iOS pro in less than one hour. Yes!!! One hour. In this guide will tell you about the latest feature which is called the cinematic video
mode which is one of the coolest upgrade so far, which also holds a better focus on the subject as it moves? The gadget is faster than ever
and has a more powerful camera. With the latest edition of this bestselling guide, you get an amusing, simplified guide to the tips, tricks
shortcuts, and workarounds that will turn you into a professional with the use of iPhones 13 series devices. This book contains: · Specs and
reviews · How to transfer data from iPhone · How to restrict and enable 5G · How to install IOS updates · How to drag and drop contents into
apps · How to take macro photos · How to record macro videos · How to record cinematic videos · How to track your phone even if it is
switched off How to make quick videos AND MANY MORE...
The slogan for iPhone XR is "brilliant in every way". This book will help you arrive at a reasonable conclusion. For easy and step by step
instructions, read this comprehensive summary, it will surely be of help. You will also get to find out a few features that you never knew
were available. This guide contains detailed descriptions and instructions for the following sections: - Main Features Of IPhone XR And iOS12
- Setting up the iPhone XR - Basics - Learn basic gestures to interact with iPhone XR, Check out the meaning of status icons on iPhone XR,
How to use the iPhone Home screen and open apps, Change your iPhone Settings - How to use various apps - App basics, App Store, Books,
Camera, FaceTime,Files, Find My Friends, Find My iPhone location, iTunes, Safari, etc - Tricks and Tips on how to use the iPhone XR
After many speculations and wild guesses, the iPhone 11, which is the newest entry to the Apple iPhone family, is officially available.
HURRAY! The device was introduced together with the iPhone 11 Pro and iPhone 11 Max to replace Apple's phased-out iPhone XR, XS and XS Max
models. These latest iPhone devices came configured with the iOS software that was released in September 2019. The iPhone 11 looks stunning
in videos but look even better physically. Have you recently acquired an iPhone 11? Are you searching for a detailed user guide to help you
configure your new iPhone phone and understand it? Are you searching for a manual to uncover all of your latest device's great features? Are
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you curious to know what to do after unboxing it and undergoing the initial setup phase? Okay, this book is for you! The contents of this
book are in clear and concise words, with a detailed approach to help you understand your device as quickly as possible. A look at this guide
will teach you the following: How to Activate and Configure Your iPhone How to Add Password: Set Up Screen Lock How to Change the Auto-Lock
(Screen Timeout) Time How to Insert Sim Card Properly How to Configure and Use Face ID to Unlock Your iPhone How to Turn "Tap to Wake" and
"Raise to Wake" On and Off How to Block and Unblock a Number How to Make a Phone Call How to Setup Call forwarding How to Make Conference
Call How to Navigate Your iPhone with Voice Control How to Find Your iPhone if Misplaced or Stolen ...and many more topics. Get this book to
provide answers to all your questions about your new device. Hit the Buy Now button to get this book and enjoy doing more with your iPhone.
Iphone 13 Pro and Pro Max User Guide
The IPhone Xr User Guide
APPLE IPHONE 12, PRO AND PRO MAX SIMPLE USER GUIDE
The Simple Manual to Understand Your IPhone 11 with Tips and Tricks
IPhone 12 Series User Guide
IPhone 8 User Guide for Beginners and Seniors (with Extra Tips for Using the IPhone Camera)
The Simple Manual to Learning How to Operate Your IPhone 13 Device with Basic and Advanced IPhone 13 Series Tips and Tricks to Help You Get
the Most Out of Your Device Easily
Get the best iPhone 12 manual and enjoy your device to the fullest 'The iPhone 12 series is arguably the best mobile device from Apple right now in the
market. Four phones make up this series and they include: The iPhone 12 Mini, The iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro and iPhone 12 Pro Max. They, however, differ
with considerable significance if you haven't got any yet. But if you have, then you can rest assuredly knowing that this book got you covered. Coming
with the new iOS 14, these devices are indeed a delight to use. They're packed with mouthwatering features that can leave you stranded if you do not
know how to use them. For example, you have the ability to use Triple Lens 3D camera effect, ability to utilize the 5G network connectivity and other
software upgrades. These are just the tip of the iceberg. The writer of this user guide aims to explain the Basics of using the iPhone 12 devices in
clear, simple to understand language especially for the tech greenhorns. This book is packed with illustrations and step by step guide to teach you how
to make do with your latest device. In just a single read, you will learn: How to navigate the iPhone 12 for formerly android users How to get started
on the iPhone 12 How to Update your iPhone for optimum performance How to Setup iCloud and iCloud Keychain How to Enable or disable Find My iPhone
Customize your Home screen Use all native iPhone apps How to use Siri like a pro 101 tips and Tricks for your iPhone 12 If we are to mention all the
tips you're going to learn from this manual, then this description page won't be enough to list them all. Why not get this iPhone 12 manual and learn
how to use your device like a pro?!
The Comprehensive Beginner Manual to Learning How to Operate Your IPhone SE with Basic and Advance Tips and Tricks to Help You Get the Most Out of Your
SE Device
The Well-Illustrated Practical Manual For Beginners And Pros To Master, Navigate, And Maximize The New Apple IPhone 12 Pro With An Effective Tips And
Tricks For IOS 14.
The Ultimate Guide for Iphone Xr + Simple Tips and Tricks for Beginners and Seniors
A Complete Step by Step Instruction Manual for Beginners and Seniors to Learn How to Use the New IPhone 13 Pro and Pro Max with IOS Tips and Tricks
IPhone 11 Series USER GUIDE
The Ultimate Handy Guide to Master Your IPhone SE and IOS 13 Update with Tips and Tricks
My IPhone 11 Series User's Guide
My IPhone 12 Pro User's Manual
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